CODE OF CONDUCT
The Code of Classroom Conduct for the Alliance Française de Dallas was designed to provide a framework
to ensure that school is a safe, productive learning environment for all. We ask students to review this
Code of Conduct so that all parties are familiar with Alliance Française de Dallas expectations.
Students are expected to conduct themselves in a professional and respectful manner with teachers,
the administration, fellow classmates, and all members of the Alliance Française de Dallas.
Student behavior that is dangerous, disruptive, or that interferes with a teacher’s ability to teach
effectively shall not be tolerated and will be considered a violation of this Code of Conduct. Any student
deemed to be in violation of this Code of Conduct may be subject to temporary or permanent removal
from class or school. In addition, the student may be subject to other disciplinary action in accordance
with established school rules, and state and federal laws. It is neither possible nor necessary to specify
every type of improper or inappropriate behavior or circumstance that would be considered a violation
of this Code of Conduct. More specifically, however, any student may be deemed in violation of the Code
of Conduct for any of the following reasons:
1. Acts of violence toward students, staff, or other individuals
a. Physical or verbal threats or confrontations
b. Fighting
c. Intimidation or harassment (physical/psychological)
d. Possession or use of any weapon or other item that might cause bodily harm
e. Vandalism or theft of personal or school property
2. Acts of inciting
a. Taunting, baiting, or encouraging inappropriate behavior
b. Disruption and intimidation caused by gang or group symbols or gestures or posturing
c. Creating a hostile environment with language, behavior, or appearance
3. Alcohol, tobacco, & other drug issues
a. Being under the influence of illegal substances
b. Possession or distribution of illegal or implied to be illegal substances
c. Use of alcohol, tobacco, or e-cigarettes
4. Other behaviors that seriously disrupt the learning environment
a. Disruption, insubordination, or violation of basic classroom decorum
b. Dressing or grooming in a manner that presents a danger to health or safety or disrupts
the learning environment
The behaviors identified above may, in the determination of any member of the Alliance Française de
Dallas, warrant a Code of Conduct violation whether they occur in school hallways, on school grounds or
at school functions (on or off campus). The Code of Conduct is subject to change at any time.

